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Abstract
Multi-view clustering (MVC) has attracted more and more attention in the recent few years by making full use of comple-
mentary and consensus information between multiple views to cluster objects into different partitions. Although there have 
been two existing works for MVC survey, neither of them jointly takes the recent popular deep learning-based methods into 
consideration. Therefore, in this paper, we conduct a comprehensive survey of MVC from the perspective of representation 
learning. It covers a quantity of multi-view clustering methods including the deep learning-based models, providing a novel 
taxonomy of the MVC algorithms. Furthermore, the representation learning-based MVC methods can be mainly divided 
into two categories, i.e., shallow representation learning-based MVC and deep representation learning-based MVC, where 
the deep learning-based models are capable of handling more complex data structure as well as showing better expression. 
In the shallow category, according to the means of representation learning, we further split it into two groups, i.e., multi-
view graph clustering and multi-view subspace clustering. To be more comprehensive, basic research materials of MVC 
are provided for readers, containing introductions of the commonly used multi-view datasets with the download link and 
the open source code library. In the end, some open problems are pointed out for further investigation and development.
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1 Introduction

Multi-view data obtained from different feature extractors 
or collected from multiple sources are universal in many 
real-world applications. For instance, a webpage is often 
represented by multi-view features based on text, image and 
video. We can describe a person with face, fingerprint as 
well as iris. News can be reported by multilingual forms, 
such as English, Chinese and Italian. Multiple views or 
feature subsets comprehensively exhibit different angles or 
aspects of such data. For unsupervised learning, it is crucial 
to effectively make full use of multiple views or the under-
lying structures without the guided ground-truth, motivat-
ing the development of MVC. In particular, MVC aims to 
explore and exploit the complementary information from 
multi-view feature observations to search for a consensus 
and more robust cluster partition than single-view clustering.

In the past few years, many researchers have made 
efforts to integrate useful information from different views 
to improve the clustering performance. Note that there are 
two important principles for the success of MVC [1], i.e., 
the consensus principle and the complementary principle. 
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Specifically, the consensus principle aims to maximize the 
agreements among different views, and the complementary 
one shows that each view of the data consists of some infor-
mation the other views do not have. Among traditional MVC 
methods, a naive strategy for integrating multiple views is 
to concatenate the multi-view features into a new feature 
space, on which single view clustering algorithm (e.g., spec-
tral clustering) would be performed to achieve the clustering 
performance. Generally, such a naive concatenation pays no 
attention to the complementary information between multi-
view data. To consider more deeper correlations between 
pairwise views, many advanced learning algorithms for 
MVC are designed, in which the existing MVC methods are 
mainly divided into two categories, i.e., non-representation 
learning-based MVC and representation learning-based 
MVC. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive survey of 
MVC methods from the perspective of representation learn-
ing, where a certain inner layer is included from input to 
output for representation learning. In representation learn-
ing-based MVC family, there are mainly two kinds of mod-
els to integrate multiple views, i.e., shallow representation 
learning-based MVC and deep representation learning-based 
MVC. The emerging deep representation learning-based 
MVC is capable of handling more complex data structures 
via deep network framework. For clarity, we summarize the 
complete taxonomy in Fig. 1. Due to the different strategies 
of representation learning, we further split those shallow 
representation learning-based MVC methods into the fol-
lowing two categories, i.e., multi-view graph clustering and 
multi-view subspace clustering. In particular, multi-view 
graph clustering attempts to record the relations between 
different samples with some similarity or distance metrics 
(e.g., the Euclidean distance), while multi-view subspace 
clustering often studies subspace representations with the 
self-expression of samples.

There have been two existing MVC surveys [2, 3]. The 
differences between theirs and ours are described as fol-
lows. On the one hand, the previous two works mostly 
focus on reviewing the existing shallow models-based MVC, 

without the organization about the recent deep representa-
tion learning-based ones. In our survey, both shallow rep-
resentation learning-based MVC and deep representation 
learning-based MVC can be comprehensively considered 
from the perspective of representation learning, whose 
detailed introductions can be seen in the following parts. 
On the other hand, the comprehensive research materials of 
representation learning-based MVC methods are provided 
in this survey. Particularly, the commonly used multi-view 
datasets for experimental evaluation are introduced, and the 
corresponding download link is provided for beginners. In 
addition, the open source code library about several rep-
resentative representation learning-based MVC methods as 
well as non-representation learning-based ones is reorgan-
ized for further study and comparison. Except for the review 
about widespread research on MVC, some open problems, 
which may be solved in a manner of representation learning, 
will be discussed for further advancement of MVC. For clar-
ity, the differences between them are shown in Table 1. We 
expect that after reading, the researchers can not only have 
a comprehensive view of the development of MVC, but also 
be inspired in the future work.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, 
the main notations as well as basic definition of representa-
tion learning-based MVC are provided. Additionally, non-
representation learning-based MVC algorithms are briefly 
introduced in Sect. 3. Several categories of shallow repre-
sentation learning-based MVC methods are introduced in 
Sect. 4 in which the corresponding general frameworks are 
provided. In Sect. 5, we review the existing deep representa-
tion learning-based MVC methods. Comprehensive research 
materials are organized in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, the research 
direction and further discussion about the development of 
MVC are introduced. Finally, the paper is concluded in 
Sect. 8.

2  Preliminaries

Notations. The main notations in this paper are briefly intro-
duced. Specifically, upper case letters (e.g., � ) and bold 
lower case letters (e.g., � ) are used for matrices and vectors, 
respectively. The Frobenius norm of a matrix can be denoted 
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Fig. 1  Taxonomy of representation learning in MVC approaches

Table 1  Difference analysis on two existing MVC surveys and ours. 
✓ implies that the corresponding survey includes the listed important 
part. Otherwise, there would be blank

Materials Shallow 
MVC

Deep MVC Research 
materials

Open problems

Yang et al. [2] ✓

Chao et al. [3] ✓ ✓

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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denotes the corresponding v-th view representation, where 
m is the number of views. We use � to denote a column vec-
tor with its entries being all 1.

2.1  Description of Representation Learning in MVC

In this paper, representation learning in MVC is defined as 
such a learning procedure consisting of certain inner layer 
with the corresponding representation learning in MVC 
methods, whose general structure is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
Inspired by [4], it can also be known as the embedding learn-
ing or metric learning in MVC methods, especially for multi-
view subspace clustering, multi-view spectral clustering, etc. 
In addition, non-representation learning-based ones accord-
ingly make partitions directly from input to output without 
an extra inner layer, such as the co-training style algorithms, 
multi-kernel learning, and multi-view k-means clustering 
as well as its variants (multi-view matrix factorization). In 
the following, before the detailed review of representation 
learning-based MVC algorithms, non-representation learn-
ing-based ones would be briefly introduced.

3  Non‑representation Learning‑Based 
Approaches

In this category, we reorganize the literature review into 
three parts, i.e., co-training style MVC, multi-kernel-based 
MVC and matrix factorization-based MVC.

Co-training style MVC. Co-training style methods are 
developed to maximize the mutual agreement across mul-
tiple views by training alternately with prior information 
or knowledge from each other, targeting at achieving the 
broadest cross-view consensus. The general framework 
of co-training style MVC is illustrated in Fig. 3. In [5], 
Bickel et al. first proposed two kinds of MVC frameworks 
for text data with a co-training strategy. In [6], Zhao et al. 
seek for discriminative subspaces within a co-training 
scheme, in which labels automatically learned in one view 
were deployed to learn discriminative subspace in another 
view. The work in [7] decomposed different data matrices 

into sparse row and column vectors simultaneously with a 
minimization algorithm. Liu proposed a guided co-training 
method for multi-view spectral clustering to deal with large-
scale multi-view data, where anchor points were selected to 
approximate the eigen-decomposition [8]. The work in [9] 
preserved the global and local structure within the co-
training framework. With a co-training schema, Zhao et al. 
integrated the simplicity of k-means and linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA) [6].

Meanwhile, study has also been focused on the extended 
versions of co-training [2, 10], i.e., co-EM (Expectation 
Maximization), co-clustering and co-regularization. The 
work in [11] developed an automatically weighted multi-
view convex mixture method by means of EM. Kumar and 
Daumé proposed to seek for the clusters which agreed across 
the multiple views in [12]. The work in [13] co-regularized 
the clustering hypotheses so that different graphs could 
agree with each other in the spectral clustering framework. 
Motivated by the above work, in [14], Ye et al. put forward 
a co-regularized kernel K-means MVC model, in which the 
underlying clustering was studied by maximizing the sum of 
weighted affinities between different clusterings of multiple 
views. Aiming at clustering objects and features simultane-
ously, the work in [15] explored a co-clustering model for 
heterogeneous data, extending the clustering of two modali-
ties from multiple modalities. Bisson and Grimal proposed 
to learn co-similarities from a collection of matrices, which 
described the interrelated types of data samples [16]. In [17], 
Hussain et al. employed the duality in multiple views to 
deal with multi-view data clustering by co-similarity-based 
algorithm. The work in [18] combined individual probabil-
istic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) in multiple views via 
pairwise co-regularization. Xu et al. simultaneously took 
two-sided clustering for the co-occurrences along the sam-
ples and features into consideration [19]. In [20], Nie et al. 
developed a co-clustering framework for fast multi-view 
clustering, in which the data duality between features and 
samples was considered. In [21], a dynamic auto-weighted 
multi-view co-clustering was designed to automatically 
learn weights of different views. Huang et al. constructed 
a view-specific bipartite graph to extract the co-occurring 
structure of the data [22].
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Fig. 2  Illustration of representation learning in MVC
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Fig. 3  General framework of co-training style MVC
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Multi-kernel-based MVC. Multi-kernel learning meth-
ods regard different kernels (e.g., linear kernel, polynomial 
kernel, as well as gaussian kernel) as multiple views and 
linearly or non-linearly integrate them to improve the gen-
eralization and clustering performance. The general process 
about multi-kernel learning methods is illustrated in Fig. 4, 
in which multiple predefined kernels are deployed to repre-
sent diverse views. Among these kinds of methods, how to 
search for suitable kernel functions corresponding to differ-
ent views and optimally combine them is an important issue.

To deal with the above problem, researchers have made 
some efforts in this domain. In [23], a custom kernel com-
bination algorithm was designed based on the minimizing-
disagreement schema to make full use of information from 
multiple views. The work in [24] combined multiple kernel 
with different weights to make full use of all views. Based 
on kernel alignment, Guo et al. developed a multiple ker-
nel spectral clustering algorithm [25]. In [26], a general 
multi-view clustering framework was proposed by employ-
ing extreme learning machine, where local kernel align-
ment property was widespread in all views. What is more, 
a matrix-induced regularization was introduced to reduce 
the redundancy while enhancing the diversity of differ-
ent selected kernels [27]. The work in [28] extended the 
classical k-means algorithm to the kernel space, in which 
multiple kernel matrices were used to represent data matri-
ces of different views. Likewise, in [29], kernels combina-
tion by a localized way designed to learn characteristics of 
the samples. Houthuys et al. proposed a multi-view kernel 
spectral clustering method, which was based on a weighted 
kernel canonical correlation analysis, and suitable to deal 
with large-scale datasets [30]. The work in [31] explored the 
multiple kernel clustering via a centered kernel alignment, 
which could unify the clustering task and multi-kernel learn-
ing into a model.

Matrix factorization-based MVC. Matrix factorization 
is commonly adopted in multi-view clustering, especially 
non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). NMF decomposes 
the input non-negative data matrix into two non-negative 
factor matrices, which is an effective strategy to extract the 
latent feature by dimensionality-reduction. To some extend, 

NMF is inherently correlated with k-means algorithm, 
whose general formulation can be defined as,

where �(v) represents the input multi-view observation. �(v) 
is the view-specific centroid matrix, and �(v) stands for the 
corresponding cluster assignment matrix. Ψ(⋅) is certain 
fusion function to combine multiple �(v) to obtain the final 
consensus cluster assignment �∗.

Accordingly, some efforts have been made on this study. 
Aiming at multi-view data, NMF-based MVC methods 
attempt to factorize each data matrix into view-specific 
centroid representation and consensus cluster assignment 
matrix. In [32], Gao et al. proposed a joint matrix factori-
zation framework, where partition of each view was con-
strained towards the common clusterings. In [33], the locally 
geometrical structure of the manifolds was preserved for 
MVC. A graph regularization was designed and investi-
gated for NMF-based MVC [34]. Zhang et al. proposed a 
NMF-based model, which enhanced the useful information 
from multi-view data by means of graph embedding and 
removed the redundant information [35]. In [36], geometric 
structures of multiple view data were preserved in both data 
manifold and feature manifold. Xu et al. embedded multi-
ple discriminative representations into a unified multi-view 
k-means clustering framework [37]. In [38], Zhang et al. pro-
posed to recover a common cluster structure while preserv-
ing the diversity and heterogeneous information of different 
views in a collaborative manner. Cai et al. proposed a semi-
supervised multi-view clustering approach with constrained 
NMF [39], in which a view-specific representation as well 
as shared label constraint matrix was constructed. Further, 
the work in [40] studied a non-negative matrix factoriza-
tion with orthogonality constraints, focusing on discover-
ing the intra-view diversity as well as a set of independent 
bases. Liu et al. introduced a weighting scheme in multi-
view NMF framework to consider different confidences 
of multiple views to the consensus results [41]. Recently, 
in [42], the locally geometrical structure of the data space 
was retained, and common clustering solution was simulta-
neously learned while taking different weights of multiple 
views into account. Since a higher view weight could not 
ensure the clusters in this view have higher confidences than 
them in other views, Liu et al. developed a cluster-weighted 
kernel k-means method for MVC to tackle the issue [43].

Except for NMF-based MVC, there are also some 
variants, i.e., convex and semi-NMF [44], G-orthogonal 
NMF [45], and multi-layer NMF [46]. In [47], a regu-
larized semi-NMF is proposed to learn the view-specific 
low-dimensional graph. For large-scale multi-view data, a 

(1)
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�(v),�(v)
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Fig. 4  General framework of multi-kernel-based MVC methods
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robust multi-view k-means clustering method was devel-
oped in [48]. Zhao et al. presented a deep matrix factoriza-
tion framework for MVC based on the semi-NMF strategy, 
in which the hierarchical semantics of multi-view data 
were studied via a layer-wise fashion [49]. Considering 
different contributions about different views toward the 
consensus graph, a self-weighted schema was designed 
in the hierarchical framework  [50]. In  [51], multiple 
clusterings were discovered by means of a deep matrix 
factorization-based solution, where each clustering was 
generated in each layer. Zhang et al. jointly combined the 
deep matrix decomposition and partition alignment into a 
unified framework [52].

Other MVC approaches. Except for the co-training 
style MVC, multi-kernel-based MVC and matrix factori-
zation-based MVC algorithms, there are also some other 
non-representation learning-based MVC approaches 
(mostly about the study of multi-view spectral embed-
ding). Based on the bipartite graph, Li et al. proposed a 
novel multi-view spectral clustering for large-scale data-
sets, in which local manifold fusion was adopted to inte-
grate heterogeneous information [53]. To explore the block 
diagonal structure of eigenvectors from the normalized 
Laplacian matrix, Lu et al. proposed a convex relaxation of 
sparse spectral clustering method [54]. Yu et al. designed 
a novel self-paced learning regularizer to assign different 
weights to multiple views in a multi-view spectral cluster-
ing framework [55]. In [56], multi-view spectral clustering 
was combined with alternative clustering through kernel-
based dimensionality reduction to tackle the problem of 
poor agreement between different views. In [57], Nie et al. 
made a multi-view extension of the spectral rotation tech-
nique, in which view weights were adaptively assigned 
according to their diverse clustering capacity. With the 
strategy of brainstorming process, Son et al. developed a 
spectral clustering method for multi-view data, in which 
an object was regarded as agenda to be discussed, while 
we treated each view as a brainstormer [58]. Li et al. pro-
posed to consider the diversity and consistency in both the 
clustering label matrix and data observation [59]. Chen 
et al. developed a constrained multi-view spectral cluster-
ing approach, where pairwise constraints were explicitly 
imposed on the unified indicator [60]. To utilize the spatial 
structure information and the complementary information 
between different views, the work in [61] characterized the 
consistency among multiple indicator matrices by means 
of the weighted tensor nuclear norm. Hu et al. jointly 
studied the consistent non-negative embedding as well 
as multiple spectral embeddings [62]. In [63], the spec-
tral embedding and spectral rotation were jointly studied. 
Hajjar et al. integrated a consensus smoothness and the 
orthogonality constraint over columns of the non-negative 
embedding [64].

4  Shallow Representation Learning‑Based 
MVC

Compared with the non-representation learning-based MVC 
methods, representation learning-based ones are composed 
of an inner layer about representation recovery, based on 
which the corresponding cluster assignment can be subse-
quently obtained. Up to now, most of the existing studies 
about MVC are representation learning-based methods. 
In this part, the shallow and conventional representation 
learning-based MVC methods are focused, which can be 
divided into two main categories, i.e., multi-view graph clus-
tering and multi-view subspace clustering. In the following, 
more detailed information about them will be, respectively, 
provided.

4.1  Multi‑view Graph Clustering

In general, graphs are widely employed to represent the 
relationships between different samples, in which each node 
stands for a data sample, and each edge shows the relation-
ship or affinity between pairwise samples. Since there are 
multiple view observations, multiple graphs are adopted to 
describe the relationships between different data in multiple 
views. As mentioned before, only partial information can 
be captured from the individual view, and accordingly, the 
individual graph learned separately from each view is not 
sufficient to comprehensively depict the intact structure of 
multi-view data. Meanwhile, with the consensus principle, 
multiple graphs share a common underlying cluster partition 
of the data. Therefore, to better discover the underlying clus-
tering structure, graphs are eager to be efficiently integrated 
to mutually reinforce each other. For clarify, the general pro-
cess about multi-view graph clustering methods is illustrated 
in Fig. 5, in which a fusion graph is learned across multi-
ple view-specific graphs, and to obtain the final clustering 
assignment matrix, graph-cut methods or other algorithms 
(e.g., spectral clustering) are utilized. In particular, we can 
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Fig. 5  General framework of multi-view graph clustering methods
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define the general formulation of multi-view graph cluster-
ing as

where �(v) is the view-specific affinity graph, and � repre-
sents the consensus similarity matrix by certain fusion of 
multiple affinity graphs. Dis(⋅) stands for some similarity or 
distance metrics (e.g., the Euclidean distance).

Two types of graph learning are adopted, i.e., affinity/sim-
ilarity graph, and bipartite graph. For the study of bipartite 
graph learning, one of the earlier studies proposed by [65] 
created a bipartite graph with the “minimizing-disagree-
ment” strategy. Based on anchor graphs, Qiang et al. pro-
posed a fast multi-view discrete clustering algorithm, where 
representative anchors, anchor graphs of multiple views and 
discrete cluster assignment matrix were constructed with a 
small time cost [66]. Li et al. learned a consensus bipartite 
graph for MVC, where the base partitions from multiple 
views were learned firstly, and then, the common bipartite 
graph for final clustering was constructed by fusing these 
base partitions [67]. For the study of similarity graph learn-
ing, Nie et al. studied a Laplacian rank constrained graph, 
which was approximated with each fixed graphs with dif-
ferent confidences [68]. Similarly, with input graphs, Tao 
et al. developed a MVC framework by a common adaptively 
learned graph, where the contributions of multiple graphs 
from view level as well as the performance of affinities in 
a view from sample-pair level were jointly considered [69]. 
Liu et al. jointly took both the intra-view relationship and 
the inter-view correlation into account [70].

Based on the graph-regularized concept factorization, the 
work in [71] proposed a multi-view document clustering 
algorithm, where the local geometrical structure of mani-
folds was preserved. Wang et al. decomposed each low-rank 
representation into the underlying clustered orthogonal rep-
resentation for multi-view spectral clustering, in which the 
orthogonal clustered representations as well as local graph 
structures shared the same magnitude [72]. In [73], Zhan 
et al. proposed to learn the optimized (ideal) graphs of mul-
tiple views and obtain a global graph by integrating these 
optimized graphs. The work in [74] explicitly formulated the 
multi-view consistency and multi-view inconsistency into 
a unified framework, where each individual graph consist-
ing of the consistent and inconsistent parts and the unified 
graph were learned. In [75], a general graph-based system 
for MVC was built, in which data graphs were constructed 
with different automatically learned weights. Liu et  al. 
attempted to assign nodes with weights and learn the cor-
responding class label via the nearest neighbor classifier-like 

(2)
min
�(v),�

m∑

v=1

n∑

i≠j

Dis(�
(v)

i
, �

(v)

j
)�(v) + �Ψ

(
�,�(v)

)
,

s.t. �
(v)

⩾ 0, �
(v)

i
� = 1, � ⩾ 0, �i� = 1,

fashion [76]. With a priori rank information, a multi-view 
Markov chain spectral clustering was developed, in which 
both the local and global graph embedded in multi-view 
data were deployed, and the priori knowledge on the rank of 
the transition probability matrix was incorporated [77]. An 
effective and parameter-free method to learn a unified graph 
for MVC by means of cross-view graph diffusion was devel-
oped, in which view-specific improved graph was recovered 
by an iterative cross-diffusion procedure[78]. In [79], Wang 
et al. proposed a general graph-based MVC method, where 
data graph matrices of all views were studied, and a unified 
graph with rank constraint was generated by fusing them. 
The work in [80] aimed to recover a consensus affinity graph 
with sparse structures from multiple views.

With the help of emerging tensor technique for the dis-
covery of higher-order correlations among views, some ten-
sor-based MVC methods have been proposed. Given graphs 
constructed from different views, the work in [81] attempted 
to integrate higher-order relationships of data by building 
cross-view tensor product graphs. Ma et al. proposed a MVC 
framework for graph instances with graph embedding, in 
which the multi-view graph data were modeled as tensors, 
and tensor factorization was applied to learn multiple graph 
embeddings [82]. The work in [83] constructed an essential 
tensor according to multiple transition probability matrices 
of the Markov chain. Recently, Wu et al. proposed a unified 
graph and low-rank tensor learning for MVC, in which each 
view-specific affinity matrix was learned according to the 
projected graph learning, and to capture the higher-order 
correlations among views, the learned affinity graphs were 
reorganized into the tensor form [84]. The work in [85] 
explored the view-similar between graphs of multiple 
views via the minimization of the tensor Schatten p-norm, 
and view-consensus graph via adaptively weighted strategy. 
Similarly, to well integrate complementary information and 
deal with the scalability issue, Jiang et al. exploited a small 
number of anchor points to construct a tractable graph for 
each view and then explored the complementary information 
embedded in these graphs via the tensor Schatten p-norm 
minimization [86]. A robust affinity graph learning for MVC 
was proposed in [87], where the robust graph Laplacian from 
each view was constructed, and then, they were fused in a 
way to better match the clustering tasks. The work in [88] 
unified multiple low-rank probability affinity matrices 
stacked in a low-rank constrained tensor and the consen-
sus indicator graph reflecting the final performance into a 
framework. To well exploit the complementary information 
and higher-order correlations among views, a multi-view 
spectral clustering framework with adaptive graph learning 
and tensor schatten p-norm minimization was developed, 
where both the local and global structures were focused [89].

To avoid the curse of dimensionality, the work in [90] 
developed two parameter-free weighted multi-view projected 
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clustering frameworks, in which structured graph learning 
and dimensionality reduction were simultaneously per-
formed, and the obtained similarity matrix directly depicted 
the clustering indicators. In [91], Wong et al. attempted to 
describe the noise of each graph with specific structure to 
clean multiple noisy input graphs. Gao et al. jointly com-
bined the dimensionality reduction, manifold structure 
learning and feature selection into a unified model, in which 
the projection matrix was learned to reduce the affection 
of redundancy features, and the optimal graph with a rank 
constraint was obtained [92].

Additionally, Rong et al. proposed a multi-metric similar-
ity graph refinement and fusion method for MVC, in which 
multiple similarity graphs were constructed by different 
metrics, and a informative unified graph would be learned 
by adaptively fusing these similarity graphs [93]. Xiao et al. 
put forward a MVC framework based on knowledge graph 
embedding, where semantic representations of knowledge 
elements were generated [94]. Since the number of views 
increases at each time in the practical applications, Yin 
et al. proposed an incremental multi-view spectral cluster-
ing approach via the sparse and connected graph learning, 
where a consensus similarity matrix was used to store the 
structural information of the historical views, and it would 
be reconstructed when comes the newly collected view [95].

Aiming at the multi-view attributed graph data, a generic 
framework was designed for clustering them, where a con-
sensus graph regularized by graph contrastive learning was 
learned [96]. To jointly exploit the attribute and graph struc-
ture information, Lin et al. applied a graph filter on features 
to acquire a smooth representation, selected a few anchor 
points to construct the corresponding anchor graph, and 
designed a new regularization term to explore the high-order 
neighborhood information [97]. The work in [98] exploited 
the multi-view binary learning for clustering, where the 
graph structure of data and complementary information of 
multiple views was combined by the binary code learning. 
In [99], Zhong et al. integrated consensus graph learning 
and discretization into a unified framework to avoid the sub-
sequent sub-optimal clustering performance, in which the 
similarity graph as well as the discrete cluster label matrix 
was studied.

4.2  Multi‑view Subspace Clustering

Assuming that multiple input views are generated from a 
latent subspace, subspace learning methods target at recov-
ering the latent subspace from multiple views. Multi-view 
subspace clustering methods, a hot direction in the field of 
MVC, usually either learn a shared and unified subspace 
representation from multiple view-specific subspaces or dis-
cover a latent space for high-dimensional multi-view data to 
reduce the dimensionality, based on which latter subspace 

learning is conducted. For clarify, the general process about 
multi-view subspace clustering methods is illustrated in 
Fig. 6, in which there are commonly two ways of subspace 
learning. Meanwhile, the objective formulation of multi-
view subspace clustering can be commonly rewritten

where �(v) denotes the view-specific subspace representation, 
and � is the learned common representation. Ω(⋅) stands for 
the certain regularization term about �(v) . To discover the 
latent space, there is another objective function which can 
be formulated as

where � denotes the latent space learned from multiple 
views. After that, subspace learning is conducted on the 
consensus � . In the following, the existing works would be 
mainly reviewed via these two means.

On the one hand, to study multiple view-specific sub-
spaces and explore the relationships between them, Li et al. 
considered each subspace as a state in a Markov chain, which 
were then sampled via the Monte Carlo methods [100]. To 
guarantee the consistence among different views, clustering 
was performed on the subspace representation of each view 
simultaneously instead of learning the common subspace 
representation of multiple views [101]. For face images, 
Zhang et al. proposed to search for an unified subspace struc-
ture as a global affinity matrix via integration of multiple 
affinity matrices in multi-view subspace clustering [102]. 
The work in [103] exploited the Hilbert Schmidt Independ-
ence Criterion (HSIC) as a diversity term to recover the 
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relationships of multiple subspace representations. In [104], 
the global low-rank constraint as well as the local cross-
topology preserving constraints was considered, by which 
the learned subspace representations were constrained to be 
low-rank, and local structure information could be captured. 
A novel angular-based regularization term was designed 
for the consensus of multiple views [105]. To locally pre-
serve the data manifold for multi-view subspace clustering, 
a graph Laplacian was constructed to maintain the view-
specific intrinsic geometrical structure, and a sparsity con-
straint was imposed on the common subspace to better rep-
resent the correlations between different data points [106]. 
Complementary information between views and consensus 
indicator was jointly considered in [107], where a position-
aware exclusivity term was included to deploy the comple-
mentary information, and a consistency term was imposed 
to obtain the consensus indicator. To simultaneously explore 
the consistency as well as the diversity of multiple views, 
Luo et al. formulated the construction of multi-view self-
representations by a common representation and a set of 
specific representations [108]. A split multiplicative multi-
view subspace clustering algorithm was proposed in [109], 
in which valuable components from view-specific structures 
consistent with the consensus subspace representation were 
extracted. Kang et al. developed a large-scale multi-view 
subspace clustering algorithm, where smaller graphs from 
different views were learned [110]. To handle high-dimen-
sional data, the work in [111] introduced a special selection 
matrix and learned the view weights via their compactness 
of the cluster structure. To discover the non-linear correla-
tions between multi-view data, some kernel-based multi-
view subspace clustering methods are developed. In [112], 
Zhang et al. proposed a robust low-rank kernel multi-view 
subspace clustering method, where the non-convex Schatten 
p-norm regularization term was combined with the kernel 
trick. The work in [113] designed a one-step kernel multi-
view subspace clustering, in which an optimal common 
affinity matrix was learned.

On the other hand, to discover the shared latent represen-
tation, in [114], Zhang et al. sought the latent representa-
tion, based on which the data subspace was reconstructed. 
Further, a generalized version was proposed via neural net-
works to deal with more general relationships [115]. Tao 
et al. recovered the row space of the latent representation 
by assuming that multi-view observations were generated 
from an latent representation [116]. The work in [117] con-
structed the global graph and the clustering indicator matrix 
based on the learned potential embedding space in a unified 
framework. To be more effective and efficient, Chen et al. 
further relaxed the constraint of the global similarity matrix, 
considering more correlations between pairwise data sam-
ples [118]. A flexible multi-view representation was learned 
by enforcing it to be close to multiple views, where the HSIC 

was effectively exploited [119]. The joint feature selection as 
well as self-representation learning was combined in a novel 
MVC framework [120], in which the latent cluster struc-
ture was denoted as a block diagonal self-representation. 
Based on the intact space learning technique, Wang et al. 
tried to construct an informative intactness-aware similarity 
representation, which was further constrained by the HSIC 
to maximize its dependence with the latent space [121]. 
In [122], the block diagonal constraints were imposed on 
the fused multi-view features to improve the representation 
ability. Based on the product Grassmann manifold, a low-
rank model for high-dimensional multi-view data cluster-
ing was designed, where the low-rank self-representation 
was learned from product manifolds [123]. Sun et al. com-
bined the anchor learning as well as graph construction into 
a framework, avoiding the separation of heuristic anchors 
sampling and clustering process [124].

Similar to the study of multi-view graph clustering, some 
tensor-based methods are designed to discover the higher-
order correlations among views. A low-rank tensor con-
strained multi-view subspace clustering was first proposed 
in [125], where each learned subspace representation could 
be obtained by unfolding the tensor along the corresponding 
mode. Feng et al. extended the multi-view subspace learning 
algorithm to the kernel space, in order to learn a more robust 
local representation [126]. The work in [127] attempted to 
ensure the consensus among multiple views by introducing 
a novel type of low-rank tensor constraint on the rotated ten-
sor. Further, in [128], a weighted tensor-nuclear norm based 
on tensor-singular value decomposition was designed, by 
which singular values would be regularized with their con-
fidences. In [129], the tensor Schatten-p norm was employed 
to explore the global low-rank structure of multiple subspace 
representations, combined with the hyper-Laplacian term. 
To deal with the tensor nuclear norm minimization prob-
lem, Sun et al. proposed a tensor log-regularizer to better 
approximate the tensor rank [130]. Chen et al. integrated 
the graph regularized low-rank representation tensor stacked 
by view-specific subspace and affinity matrix into a unified 
framework [131]. A generalized nonconvex low-rank ten-
sor approximation was proposed in for multi-view subspace 
clustering, where physical meanings of multiple singular 
values were well considered [132].

4.3  Other MVC Algorithms

In addition, there are some other methods based on fea-
ture selection or certain metric learning for MVC. A novel 
unsupervised feature selection method for MVC was devel-
oped in [133], where local learning was employed to learn 
pseudo-class labels on the raw features. Xu et al. performed 
multi-view data clustering and feature selection simultane-
ously for high-dimensional data [134]. The work in [135] 
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jointly considered the feature learning and partially con-
strained cluster labels learning, in which feature selection 
was embedded to select features in each view. The Jaccard 
similarity was exploited in [136] to measure the clustering 
consistency across multiple views, where the within-view 
clustering quality to cluster multi-view data was also con-
sidered. A multi-view and multi-exemplar fuzzy clustering 
method was proposed in [137], where the exemplar of a 
cluster from one view observation is also an exemplar of 
that cluster from the other ones. The work in [138] encoded 
multi-view data into a compact and consistent binary code 
space and performed binary clustering. Yu et al. designed 
a fine-grained similarity fusion strategy to acquire the 
final consensus matrix by considering different view 
weights [139].

5  Deep Representation Learning‑Based 
MVC

Motivated by the promising progress of deep learning in 
unsupervised problems, many recent works have been 
focused on the deep representation learning-based MVC. 
Specifically, deep representation-based MVC methods 
implement the deep neural networks (DNNs) as the non-
linear parametric mapping functions, as shown in Fig. 7, 
from which the non-linearity properties that embedded in 
the original data spaces are fully explored.

Autoencoder is one of the most widespread unsuper-
vised representation learning algorithm. It is composed of 
encoder and decoder, where the former one maps the data 
into the latent space with latent representations and the latter 
reconstructs input data from latent representations. Inspired 
by [140], Abavisani et al. designed a deep multi-view sub-
space clustering method based on the autoencoder [141]. 
Bai et al. investigated and promoted the complementary 
semantic information of the high-dimensional samples with 
the enhanced semantic mappings [142]. Xu et al. employed 
collaborative training scheme with multiple autoencoder 
networks to better mine the complementary and consistent 
information of each view, which enabled the latent repre-
sentations of each view to contain more comprehensively 

information. [143]. Moreover, Yang et al. extended the above 
method with heterogeneous graph learning, which fused 
the latent representations of different views with adaptive 
weights [144]. Wang et al. characterized the local and global 
structure of samples with the representation discriminative 
constraint, which enforced the common representations of 
the same cluster to achieve more compact distribution [145]. 
Zheng et al. utilized the 1-st order and the 2-nd order graph 
information to learn a robust local graph of each view and 
then fused them into self-expressive layers for a consistent 
subspace representation [146]. In [147], Lu et al. considered 
both consensus and view-specific representations of each 
view. All of these representations were concatenated with 
attention mechanism [148] into a consensus representation 
matrix for self-representation learning. HSIC [149] was 
employed by Zhu et al. [150], which ensured the diversities 
between representations generated by diversity autoencoder 
net of each view. Meanwhile, samples from all views were 
regarded as input of one universality autoencoder net for 
view common representation. Aiming to explore the cluster-
ing-friendly features, Cui et al. [151] employed the spectral 
clustering to generate pseudo-labels as the self-guidance of 
multi-view encoder fusion layer. Further, Ke et al. leveraged 
classification loss that calculated by classifier and k-means 
with consensus representation as the self-guidance, which 
enabled the attention fusion layer to adaptively assign high 
weights to clustering-friendly representations generated by 
encoders of each view in a back-propagation manner [152]. 
Zhang et  al. integrated the pseudo-label learning, view 
consensus representation learning and view-specific repre-
sentation learning into an end-to-end framework [153]. Du 
et al. aligned representations from different views with the 
discrepancy constraint [154]. To solve the issue that repre-
sentation alignment might result in less separable clusters of 
representation, in [155], Trosten et al. introduced the view-
wise contrastive learning. Wang et al. explored a multi-view 
fuzzy clustering method that adopted the joint learning of 
deep random walk and sparse low-rank embedding [156].

To fully leverage the features embedded in the attributed 
multi-view graph data, graph neural network (GNN) [157] 
was applied to deep representation-based MVC. Fan et al. 
chose a most reliable view as the input of one graph convo-
lutional network (GCN) [158] encoder and multiple GCN 
decoder to capture the view-consistent low-dimensional fea-
ture representation among different views [159]. In [160], 
the dual encoders were introduced to explore the graph 
embedding and consistent embedding of high-dimensional 
samples, in which the GCN encoders were designed to 
explore the view-specific graph embedding and a consen-
sus clustering embedding among all views could be fur-
ther obtained via consistent embedding encoders. In [161], 
Zhang et al. leveraged multiple GCN-based autoencoders 
to mine the local structures and fused them into a global 

Fig. 7  General framework of multi-view deep representation-based 
clustering methods
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representation which was further processed by a variational 
graph autoencoder [162] with nearest neighbor constraint 
for deep global latent representation. Cai et al. leveraged 
the global GCN autoencoder and the partial GCN autoen-
coders to mine the global structure and unique structures 
of different views simultaneously and then fused them into 
a self-training clustering module with adaptively weighted 
fusion [163]. In [164], Xia et al. imposed the diagonal con-
straint on the consensus representation that generated by 
multiple GCN autoencoders with the self-expression scheme 
for better clustering capability.

Additionally, impressive clustering performance can also 
be achieved by the methods based on generative adversar-
ial networks (GAN) [165]. In [166], GAN were utilized to 
reconstruct the samples from a common representation that 
shared by multiple views. Further, they took the differences 
between views into consideration and extended the above 
method with a fusion module, which fused multiple repre-
sentations from different views with adaptive weights [167]. 
In [168], Zhou et al. aligned the latent representations of 
multi-encoders with the adversarial learning and fused 
them into a clustering layer with an attention mechanism 
to obtain more compact cluster partitions. In [169], Li et al. 
partitioned representations that generated by encoders into 
view-specific features and view-consistent features, where a 
adversarial learning process was developed to enable view-
consistent features to be non-trivial. In [170], Huang et al. 
incorporated the deep neural networks with multi-view spec-
tral clustering, where the local invariance of each view and 
the view-consistent representation among different views 
were optimized in an unified framework.

Apart from the autoencoder as well as GNN-based deep 
representation learning for MVC methods, some other 
attempts have also been made by researchers. In [171], a 
contrastive fusion module was employed, enabling the rep-
resentation fusion layer to generate more clustering relevant 
representations. Xin et al. maximized canonical correlation 
between views for robust consensus representations of each 
view [172]. Xu et al. employed variational autoencoders 
(VAEs) [173] to disentangle the representations of each view 
into view-specific visual representations and view-consensus 
cluster representations [174]. Joint learning for deep MVC 
was introduced in [175], where the representations extracted 
by the stacked autoencoder, convolutional autoencoder as 
well as convolutional VAE were fused by multi-view fusion 
modules to explore the clustering-friendly representations.

6  Research Materials

In this section, some widely used multi-view datasets as well 
as open source codes of several representative MVC meth-
ods are summarized. To be specific, according to different 

entries multi-view datasets described, we divide the multi-
view datasets into three categories, i.e., the image, document 
and graph datasets. The statistics of them are, respectively, 
introduced as follows. For some representative MVC meth-
ods reviewed before, the source code links are provided as 
well, and all summarized multi-view datasets can be directly 
downloaded at https:// github. com/ Mansh engCh en/ Multi- 
view_ Datas ets.

6.1  Image Multi‑view Datasets

Most of the image multi-view datasets are generated based 
on the original single-view image datasets. We would intro-
duce some popular pre-computed multi-view image datasets. 
Readers can also generate the similar multi-view datasets by 
yourself for further research.

Yale1 is a widely used gray face dataset, which contains 
15 categories and each category has 11 images. Three image 
features, i.e., the intensity feature (4096-D), the LBP fea-
ture [176] (3304-D) and the Gabor feature [177] (6750-D) 
are widely used as three types of views. More details are 
provided in the previous work [125].

ORL consists of 40 distinct objects and provides 10 dif-
ferent images for each object, which is captured under dif-
ferent times, lighting, facial expressions, and facial details. 
The three types of view are same as Yale.

Caltech1012 contains 8677 images of 101 catego-
ries. Each category has 40 to 100 images. There are three 
popular multi-view datasets generated from Caltech101, 
which are, respectively, Caltech101-7, Caltech101-20 and 
Caltech101. The Caltech101-7 and Caltech101-20 datasets 
with the size of 1474 and 2386 are generated from the sub-
set of Caltech101, where 7 and 20 categories are, respec-
tively, included. Both of them have six views consisting of 
the Gabor feature (48-D), the Wavelet-moment feature [178] 
(40-D), the Centrist feature [179] (254-D), the HOG fea-
ture [180] (1984-D), the GIST feature [181] (512-D), and 
the LBP feature (928-D). The Caltech101 [127] dataset is 
composed of four views, whose dimensions are, respectively, 
2048, 4800, 3540,1240.

Notting-Hill is extracted from the movie “Notting-Hill” 
and contains 4660 facial images belonging to 5 classes. 
Each image is represented by three kinds of features, i.e., 
the Gabor feature (6750-D), the LBP feature (3304-D), and 
the intensity feature (2000-D).

Columbia Object Image Library (COIL20)3 contains 
1440 images of 20 categories. Three kinds of features were 
used to describe the images, which are the intensity feature 

1 http:// cvc. yale. edu/ proje cts/ yalef aces/ yalef aces. html.
2 http:// www. vision. calte ch. edu/ Image_ Datas ets/ Calte ch101/.
3 http:// www. cs. colum bia. edu/ CAVE/ softw are/ softl ib/.

https://github.com/ManshengChen/Multi-view_Datasets
https://github.com/ManshengChen/Multi-view_Datasets
http://cvc.yale.edu/projects/yalefaces/yalefaces.html
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/Image_Datasets/Caltech101/
http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE/software/softlib/
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(1024-D), the LBP feature (3304-D), and the Gabor feature 
(3304-D).

Multiple feature handwriting digit dataset (Mfeat) 
records the handwriting digital numbers from 0 to 9, and 
each number class has 200 handwriting digital images. The 
profile correlation feature (216-D), Fourier coefficient fea-
ture [182] (76-D), Karhunen–Loeve coefficient feature [183] 
(64-D), morphological feature (6-D), pixel average feature 
(240-D), and Zernike moment feature  [184] (47-D) are 
selected to represent an image.

Hdigit is a handwriting digit dataset from MNIST Hand-
written Digits and USPS Handwritten Digits. This dataset 
consists of 10,000 samples from two views, whose dimen-
sions are 784 and 256, respectively.

MSRC-v1 is an image dataset containing seven classes. 
Each image is represented by four different kinds of fea-
tures, i.e., the Color moment feature (24-D), the HOG fea-
ture (576-D), the LBP feature(256-D) and the CENT feature 
(254-D).

Scene-15 is a scene image dataset with 15 categories. It 
has 4485 images and represents each image with the Pyra-
mid Histograms Of visual Words (PHOW) feature (1800-
D), the Pair-wise Rotation Invariant Co-occurrence Local 
Binary Pattern (PRI-CoLBP) feature (1180-D) and the Cen-
trist feature (1240-D).

One-hundred plant species leaves data set (100leaves) 
has 1600 samples from 100 plant species. For each species, 
the shape descriptor, fine scale margin and texture histogram 
are selected as three views of the features.

6.2  Document Multi‑view Datasets

The document multi-view datasets are generated from sin-
gle view dataset or naturally described in multiple views. 
For instance, news can be reported by several organizations, 
which could be regarded as features from several views. 
Some commonly used document multi-view datasets are 
introduced as follows.

BBC4view4 is collected from the BBC news website. The 
dataset consists of 685 documents belonging to five topical 
areas. Four kinds of features are used, whose dimensions are 
4659, 4633, 4665 and 4684, respectively.

BBCSport5 contains 544 BBC news about sport in 5 
classes. Three kinds of views are selected, whose dimen-
sions are 3183 and 3203, respectively

WebKB is a web page dataset containing 203 web pages 
in 4 classes. The content of the page, anchor text of the 
hyper-link, and text in its title are selected as three kinds 
of feature.

3sources6 consists of 169 news reported by three news 
organizations, i.e., BBC, Reuters, and Guardian. These news 
are classified into six categories according to their topics.

Reuters is a multiple language document dataset. It has 
18758 documents with 6 classes. Each document is written 
in five languages, i.e., English, French, German, Spanish 
and Italian.

Citeseer contains 3312 scientific papers with six classes. 
There are two kinds of features, i.e., links and word presence 
information.

Cora consists of 2708 documents with seven classes (i.e., 
probabilistic methods, rule learning, reinforcement learning, 
neural networks, theory, genetic algorithms, and case- based 
methods). Two kinds of features are often selected, i.e., con-
tent and cites.

6.3  Graph Multi‑view Datasets

The graph multi-view datasets contain one view of attribute 
features about samples and multiple views of nearest neigh-
bor graphs describing the relationships between them.

ACM is a paper graph dataset with 3,025 papers. The 
attribute features are extracted from paper keywords, and 
two graphs are constructed based on the co-author and co-
subject relationships. Co-author represents two papers are 
written by the same author and co-subject suggests that they 
focus on the same research area.

DBLP is an author graph dataset with 4,057 authors. The 
attribute features are constructed based on the authors’ key-
words. Three graphs are generated from three relations, i.e., 
co-author, co-conference and co-term. Co-author indicates 
two authors work together on the same papers, co-confer-
ence represents two authors publish papers in the same con-
ference, and co-term means that two authors publish papers 
with the same term.

IMDB is a movie graph dataset from the IMDB with size 
of 4708. Two graphs are constructed based on the co-actor 
and co-director relationships. Co-actor means two movies 
are acted by the same actor, and co-director represents two 
movies are directed by the same director.

6.4  Open Source Code Library

The open source codes of several MVC methods are sum-
marized, including two non-representation learning-based 
MVC methods and fourteen representation learning-based 
MVC methods. The corresponding code links are presented 
in Table 2.

4 http:// mlg. ucd. ie/ datas ets/ segme nt. html.
5 http:// mlg. ucd. ie/ datas ets/ segme nt. html. 6 http:// mlg. ucd. ie/ datas ets/ 3sour ces. html.

http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/segment.html
http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/segment.html
http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/3sources.html
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7  Research Direction and Discussion

Deep learning-based MVC. Deep learning technique has 
achieved impressive performance in many research areas, 
such as image segmentation and object detection. Compared 
with the traditional shallow models, deep learning-based 
ones exhibit better expression ability, which may help to 
recover more underlying semantic information. Unfortu-
nately, most of them are limited in the study of supervised 
learning. For unsupervised deep representation learning, 
there is still a lot of room for development, particularly 
deep multi-view clustering. More detailed information can 
be reviewed in 4. Although some existing studies have been 
proposed to learn the embedding representation, based on 
which clustering is conducted, from deep multi-view repre-
sentation learning, there should be more advanced strategies 
to well explore the correlations between deep representa-
tion learning and multi-view clustering. In the meantime, 
theoretical investigation should also be focused to show why 
the deep representation learning-based MVC methods can 
achieve such excellent performance.

Large Scale MVC. In the big data era, there are a quan-
tity of practical multi-view data with large size or dimension. 
However, most of the existing works are merely available for 
smaller datasets, due to the computation of an n × n graph 
representation as well as eigen-decomposition. Note that in 
the real-world applications, it is essential for researchers to 
design efficient algorithms to deal with the large-scale data. 
Recently, some attempts have been made to handle this chal-
lenging problem, most of which are based on the anchor rep-
resentation learning. More meaningful study can be devoted 
into this direction to solve more bigger data (even of million 
or billion) and improve the clustering performance shared by 

multi-view data. For large-scale multi-view data clustering 
with higher dimension, how to effectively and efficiently 
deal with them still remains a tough problem.

Incomplete MVC. Assuming that all views are complete, 
MVC methods attempt to make data partitions by fusing 
the useful information from multiple views. However, in 
real-world applications, the prior assumption is hard to be 
achieved. In other words, there would be some randomly 
missing information from views, leading to the study of 
incomplete multi-view data clustering. A direct way to deal 
with this problem is to replace the missing values with zero 
or mean values. But unfortunately, they fail to take the cor-
relations between different non-missing data points into 
account, producing not ideal results. In the past few years, 
several efforts have been made to improve the clustering 
performance. For instance, Wen et al. proposed a unified 
embedding alignment framework, in which a locality-pre-
served reconstruction term was used for inferring missing 
views, and a consistent graph was learned to guarantee 
the local structure of multi-view data [185]. Further, they 
exploited the tensor low-rank representation constraint to 
recover more reasonable missing views by learning deeper 
inter-view and intra-view information [186]. Despite of the 
impressive performance, researchers in this area always con-
duct experiments on the incomplete datasets randomly gen-
erated by themselves, which would exist much uncertainty. 
Besides, more focus should be put to deal with more big-
ger incomplete multi-view data according to the emerging 
anchor representation learning strategy.

Uncoupled MVC. Both of the existing MVC and incom-
plete MVC methods require that a data sample in a view is 
completely or partially mapped onto one or more data points 
in another view, yet in the practical applications, there are 

Table 2  Collection of open 
source code

Category Method Code Link

Non-rep. Co-train [12] www. abhis hek. umiacs. io/ code_ cospe ctral. zip
Co-reg [13] www. abhis hek. umiacs. io/ code_ coreg spect ral. zip

Rep. GMC [79] https:// github. com/ cshao wang/ gmc
MVGL [73] https:// github. com/ kunzh an/ MVGL
MvAGC [97] https:// github. com/ sckan gz/ MvAGC
t-SVD-MSC [127] www. resea rchga te. net/ profi le/ Yuan_ Xie4
ETLMSC [83] https:// github. com/ Jlwu1 992/ Code- for- ETLMSC
LTBPL [88] https:// github. com/ Mansh engCh en/ Code- for- LTBPL
LMVSC [110] https:// github. com/ sckan gz/ LMVSC
MCLES [117] https:// github. com/ Mansh engCh en/ MCLES
DEMVC [143] https:// github. com/ Submi ssion sIn/ DEMVC
MSCNLG [146] https:// github. com/ ZQH92/ MSCNLG
MvDSCN [150] https:// github. com/ huybe ry/ MvDSCN
O2MAC [159] https:// github. com/ googl ebaba/ WWW20 20- O2MAC
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still some unknown mapping relationships between differ-
ent multi-view data, which leads to the study of uncoupled 
MVC. Unknown mapped multi-view data represent that no 
mapping relationships between any pairs of samples are 
known. Specifically, there are two kinds of conditions, i.e., 
multi-view data with unknown single mapping relationships 
as well as multi-view data with unknown complex mapping 
relationships. Up to now, the work in [187] is the first and 
unique attempt to deal with this problem of the first condi-
tion. More attempts are expected to be made by exploring 
the cross-view consistency of diverse representations for fur-
ther study, and more practical unknown mapped multi-view 
datasets should be collected for experiments.

MVC with mixed data types. In multi-view data, there 
are not necessarily just numerical or categorical features. 
Other types (e.g., symbolic or ordinal) can also be contained, 
which may exist in the same view or different views. A naive 
strategy to handle them is to convert all of them to the cat-
egorical type, which would certainly lose much useful infor-
mation during the learning procedure. Few attempts have 
been made to integrate different types of data to conduct 
MVC. For instance, in [188], vine copulas was exploited 
to deal with the problem of mixed data types. Wang et al. 
proposed a convex formalization by integrating all available 
data sources and made feature selection to avoid the curse 
of dimensionality [189]. More explorations are eager to be 
made into the study of MVC with mixed data types to obtain 
clustering-friendly representations.

8  Conclusion

In this paper, a novel taxonomy is proposed to sort out the 
existing MVC algorithms, which are mainly divided into 
two categories, i.e., non-representation learning-based MVC 
and representation learning-based MVC. Particularly, the 
representation learning-based MVC methods therein are our 
focus, which consists of two kinds of learning models to 
integrate useful information from different views, i.e., shal-
low representation learning-based MVC and deep represen-
tation learning-based MVC. According to different ways 
of representation learning, shallow models can be further 
divided into two main groups, i.e., multi-view graph clus-
tering and multi-view subspace clustering. The developing 
deep models with better expression for more complex data 
structures are also sorted out in this survey. To have a com-
prehensive view of MVC, basic research materials of MVC 
methods are introduced for readers, including introductions 
of the commonly used multi-view datasets with the down-
load link, and the open source code library of some repre-
sentative MVC methods. Last but not least, several open and 
challenging problems are pointed out to inspire researchers 
for further investigation and advancement.
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